
 

 

 

 

 

True the Vote | PO Box 131768 | Houston, Texas 77219-1768 

 

September 25, 2016 

 

The Hon. Annette L. Hayes 

U.S. Attorney 

Western District, Washington State 

700 Stewart Street, Ste. 5220 

Seattle, WA 98101-1271 

 

Re: Evidence of Felony Voter Fraud by Arcan Cetin 
 

Dear U.S. Attorney Hayes:  

 

This letter seeks to direct your attention to Island County elector Arcan Cetin (State VoterID: WA010648837), 

(CountyID: 717293) currently registered at 1353 Orchard Loop, Oak Harbor.  

As a voters’ rights organization, it is our practice to research the voting habits of individuals like Mr. Cetin, who is both a 

non-citizen and a registered voter.  

Our office has uncovered Cetin’s apparent illegal voter registration and active voting history -- although he is a not a 

citizen of  the United States, according to statements offered by Mount Vernon Police Department Lt. Chris Cammock.
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As you know, 18 U.S.C. § 611 prohibits “any alien” from participating in federal elections while the National Voter 

Registration Act of 1993 requires individuals wishing to register to affirm their U.S. citizenship. The Washington State 

voter registration form also expressly notes that those unable to attest to the same shall “not complete this form.”
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According to most recent data available from the Washington Secretary of State, Cetin registered to vote on September 

27, 2014 and proceeded to cast and be credited for votes in the 2014 General, 2015 General and 2016 Primary. His voter 

registration at the time of this letter’s submission is still listed as Active, according to public records. 

True the Vote in no way believes that this election integrity matter outweighs the alleged violent actions carried out by 

Mr. Cetin. It is our organization’s hope that sharing this information will assist applicable law enforcement in having the 

fullest picture possible with respect to its primary suspect in this shocking matter. Should your office require any 

additional assistance from True the Vote, please do not hesitate to ask. 

 

Thank you for your attention on this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Catherine Engelbrecht 

Founder, True the Vote 

                                                      
1 The Seattle Times; Suspect in mall shooting was socially awkward and troubled in high school, friends say (9/24/2016), 

http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/teen-cancer-survivor-among-mall-shooting-victims-search-for-gunman-continues/  
2 Washington State Voter Registration Form (http://www.sos.wa.gov/_assets/elections/VRF_English_web.pdf)  
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